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QUESTION 1

A Sales Rep at Universal Containers wants to create a dashboard to see how his sales numbers compare with his
peers. Assuming a Private model, which two permissions would the Sales Rep need to meet this requirement? 

A. Manage Custom Report Types 

B. Customize Application 

C. Manage Dashboards 

D. View All Data 

Correct Answer: CD 

 

QUESTION 2

Universal Containers has implemented a strict software architecture for their custom Apex code. One of the
requirements is that all SOQL queries are contained within reusable classes. Depending on the context of the Apex
transaction, the queries should be able to run either "With Sharing" or "Without Sharing". Which two ways allow the
Architect to meet these requirements? 

Choose 2 answers. 

A. Create a reusable SOQLQueries class; do not specify "With" or "Without Sharing" on the SOQLQueries class. 

B. Create a reusable SOQLQueries class; do not specify "With" or "Without Sharing" on the SOQLQueries class and
use the runAs() method to dynamically set the context. 

C. Create a reusable SOQLQueries class; specify "With Sharing" on the methods that require user context and "Without
Sharing" on the methods requiring system context. 

D. Create a SystemSOQLQueries class and a UserSOQLQueries class; set the "With Sharing" keyword on the User
SOQLQueries class and "Without Sharing" on the SystemSOQLQueries class. 

Correct Answer: CD 

 

QUESTION 3

Universal Containers is designing a new community using the Customer Community license type. They would like to
have the users complete survey questions through the community interface and store the responses in a Custom Object
that has a lookup to the account object. Any internal user who has access to the account should be able to see all
survey responses. All Customer Community users should be able to see surveys filled in by other users for their
company, but not surveys for other companies. What are the correct security settings to achieve this? 

A. Set all Organization-Wide Default settings to be "Public Read/Write" for both internal and external users. 

B. Set all Organization-Wide Default security to be "Private" for both internal and external users and use Sharing Rules
to grant the desired access 

C. Set all Organization-Wide Default security to be "Public Read/Write" for internal users and "Private" for external
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users. 

D. Set the custom object to be master-detail to the Account and leave the Organization-Wide Default settings as their
default values. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

 

QUESTION 4

Which two options can help mitigate the risks of import failures associated with large-volume bulk data 

loads? 

Choose 2 answers. 

A. Minimize user group hierarchy. 

B. Defer Sharing Calculation. 

C. Increase batch size. 

D. Group records by ParentID within a batch. 

Correct Answer: BD 

 

QUESTION 5

Which two reasons should the Architect consider regarding the use of Apex Sharing Reasons? Choose 2 answers 

A. Ensuring the developer can more easily troubleshoot programmatic sharing. 

B. Ensuring the Share record is not deleted upon ownership change. 

C. Ensuring the Share record is deleted upon ownership change. 

D. Ensuring there is additional criteria available for Criteria-Based Sharing. 

Correct Answer: AB 
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